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Abstract: 

 

Advances in DNA sequencing and CRISPR research has enabled design and experiments to             

determine solutions for various NP-complete problems such as Post Correspondence Problem           

(PCP), Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP), and Maximum Clique Problem. DNA computing           

takes significantly shorter time to process and compute all possible solutions in parallel,             

reducing run time and computing power compared to electronic supercomputers. Although a            

solution can be computed in fewer steps using DNA computing, filtering and extracting the right               

answer can be tedious and time consuming due to the inherent nature of its building blocks -                 

DNA strands and nucleotides being microscopically small. In this study, we will explain the              

basics of DNA and CRISPR along with their relation to computing, as well as the use of DNA                  

computing, specifically biomolecular computing to attack and solve computational problems -           

bounded PCP and TSP. We examine how DNA computing can produce answers to these              

NP-complete problems in significantly shorter time and then explain the steps included in             

filtering the correct answer. Furthermore, as DNA computing provides a powerful mean to             

generate answers for a complex problem, we also discuss the advancements done using DNA              

computing in past two decades and about the future of DNA computing. 
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